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SPRINT SUMMARY REPORT
On Thursday, Nov. 17, 2022, 15 executives from a dozen Digital Commerce Alliance (DCA) member companies put 
their heads together. 

These influential industry leaders went through a Strategy Sprint. They set out to explore disruptive forces at 
work within the digital commerce space. The group—representing big-banks, mid-size fintech organizations and 
merchants of various types—spent an intense and insightful 120 minutes assessing which changes on the horizon 
represent opportunity, and which pose potential threat to today’s dominant business models.

The session was led by Ramy Nassar of DCA member Olive Group Ltd., a Canadian organization on a mission to 
power positive financial outcomes for consumers everywhere. Ramy lent the group his facilitation skills to tap the 
thoughts of those in attendance, explore the possibilities the future holds, and drive the productive conversation that 
is vital to the core charter of the Digital Commerce Alliance, and its affiliates, the Card-Linking Forum, the Mobile 
Wallet Forum, and the Financial Data Forum.

A five-minute tech disruption survey was sent to the entire DCA membership in advance of the Strategy Sprint 
meeting and used to spur questions and otherwise lay the groundwork for the session.

Two hours of robust discussion ensued. Using a Janus cone framework, the group anticipated the future of our 
industry based on past events—and included conversation on the merits of the status quo, and the case for change. 

Strong perspectives emerged from the pre-meeting survey—which in turn encouraged the interchange of ideas when 
the group came together. By the session’s end, a discussion about answers to thought-provoking questions ensued:

Will online-matched barter reach an inflection point as consumers become more cash-strapped?  How much 
transacting without money could online matching systems support?

When will the U.S. dollar/petrodollar system lose its global supremacy?

If AI meets widespread availability of permissioned data, how much will traditional loyalty programs matter?

Will banks disappear “behind the curtain,” making way for neobanks and fintechs to create innovative consumer 
interactions while banks play the regulated entity role?

When will loyalty points/rewards become as easy to use across a wide range of retailers as money?

Will contractors, gig workers and employees take payment in points/rewards? If so, what will the tax authorities do?

Future sessions will be scheduled to delve further into the answers to these questions … and more. 

Interested in being a part of the next Strategy Sprint? Reach out.

mailto:https://www.digcomall.org/?subject=
mailto:https://www.linkedin.com/in/ramynassar/%3ForiginalSubdomain%3Dca?subject=
mailto:https://www.oliveltd.com/olive?subject=
mailto:https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx%3Fid%3DQzRs2hROe0OmnZb64_IdKhrLONnJs3tNi_V4rbMpFGFUM1dMNENOTEhaSVNZQkkwVTk5N0JEUlZZMC4u%26wdLOR%3Dc4CA24E5E-3143-974E-8300-2B8E5F7733D5?subject=
mailto: rebecca@digcomall.org
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SURVEY 
FINDINGS
The survey homed in on participants’ perspectives of sectors impacted, forces at work, 
and the technology that makes change possible. Results follow.

SURVEY FINDINGS

WHICH SECTORS WILL BE MOST DISRUPTED IN THE 
COMING THREE YEARS?

Survey results indicated that in the coming three years, the payments and loyalty/
rewards sectors would face the most disruption.
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SURVEY FINDINGS

WHICH FORCES WILL MOST DISRUPT YOUR BUSINESS  
IN THE NEXT THREE YEARS?

Survey results showed that in the coming three years, data-driven personalization and 
consumer data ownership forces within businesses would face the most disruption.

WHICH TECHNOLOGIES WILL MOST DISRUPT YOUR 
BUSINESS IN THE NEXT THREE YEARS?

Survey results suggest that in the coming three years, embedded f inance and 
artif icial intelligence (AI) would be the most disruptive technologies in business.
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STRATEGY SPRINT 
DISCUSSION FINDINGS
Strategy Sprint participants met as a larger Strategy 
Sprint to discuss industry milestones experienced to date, 
and anticipate possibilities ahead. 

The larger Strategy Sprint then split into three groups to 
discuss the past, present, and future of three themes: 

PAYMENT EVOLUTION

LOYALTY & REWARDS, AND

THE IMPACT OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE & 
MACHINE LEARNING ON DIGITAL COMMERCE

Each group was responsible for filing out a Janus cone, 
an exercise involving highlighting significant shifts in the 
industry to predict the future of digital commerce.

The theory behind Janus cones comes from the ancient 
Roman God, Janus, the God of Change, pictured here. 

Janus is frequently used as a symbol for change and 
transition, such as the progress of past to future, from one 
condition to another. He represents time. Why? Because he 
can see the past with one face and the future with the other.

STRATEGY SPRINT DISCUSSION FINDINGS
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General Industry Janus Cone—All Three Groups Worked Together on This
Below is an example of a Janus cone entry of past and future developments in the payments industry as a whole. 
The three groups worked as one on this iteration as a basis for their small group collaboration, and to familiarize 
themselves with the process.

Group One Discussed Payment Evolution
Based on the general group discussion described above, a small group was formed to discuss payment evolution. 
This group determined that traditional banks could recede and become invisible in the next few years—and that the 
U.S. dollar may lose its global dominance.

STRATEGY SPRINT DISCUSSION FINDINGS
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Group Two Discussed Loyalty and Rewards
This small group, using the general discussion as a basis, gathered to discuss loyalty and rewards. This group 
concurred that in the next few years, paid subscription loyalty and crypto loyalty could become prevalent and that 
most, if not all, payments may be conducted via phones.

Group Three Discussed Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
This group, again using the first general discussion as a basis, anticipate that in the next few years the Super App 
experience will move from China to the rest of the world and that there will be more experiences of Augmented 
Reality Mobile Shopping.

STRATEGY SPRINT DISCUSSION FINDINGS
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QUESTIONS ARISING FROM 
THE CONVERSATIONS

More Thought-Provoking Discussion
Dozens of interesting points came out of the 120 minutes of group answer-building. A few questions raised deserve 
additional consideration by association members, our industry’s leaders:

1. Will online-matched barter reach an inflection point as consumers become more cash-strapped?

2. How much transacting without money could online matching systems support?

3. When will the U.S. dollar/petrodollar system lose its global supremacy?

4. If AI meets widespread availability of permissioned data, how much will traditional loyalty programs matter?

5. Will banks disappear “behind the curtain,” making way for neobanks and fintechs to create innovative 
consumer interactions while banks play the regulated entity role?

6. When will loyalty points/rewards become as easy to use across a wide range of retailers as money?

7. Will contractors, gig workers, and employees take payment in points/rewards? If so, what will the tax 
authorities do?

Read this blog for more information.

Stay tuned—we have more in store, and we want to know what you have to say in answer to these and other 
pressing issues of the day. 

Interested in being a part of the next Strategy Sprint? Reach out.

https://www.digcomall.org/strategy-sprint-convo/
mailto: rebecca@digcomall.org
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At The Digital Commerce Alliance, It All Comes Together
The exercise described in this summary report underlines the DCA’s commitment to delivering value. Our intent is to 
leverage data to facilitate collaboration among members—and drive innovation in our industry.

While the goal of our association includes facilitating introductions and organizing meetings (two great membership 
benefits), we’re committed to more. It’s our goal to drive the change needed to make our world a better place. 

What Comes Next?
Continue to stay informed about what’s going on in our industry now—and what’s ahead with our calendar of events 
for 2023!

About DCA
The Digital Commerce Alliance (DCA) is a global trade association focused on driving the future of digital commerce 
by promoting collaboration, education, and technology standards in the areas of commerce, card-linking, mobile 
wallets, and financial data. The CardLinx Association, the pre-eminent card-linking organization founded in 2014, 
now operates as part of DCA under the brand name CardLinx Forum alongside the Mobile Wallet Forum and the 
Financial Data Forum. DCA members serve or represent more than 6 million merchants, have issued close to 2 billion 
payment cards, and meet the needs of consumers with 200 million+ card-enabled accounts and more than 700 
million active daily users.

JANUARY
ES: Building and Selling a Tech 
Company – the Buyer’s Point 
of View
DCA Task Force Launches

APRIL
San Francisco Summit:
The Next Generation of Digital 
Offers and Loyalty

JULY
SS: Innovations For 2023 Holiday 
Shopping
ES: Is BNPL Changing 
Consumer Credit?

FEBRUARY
SS: Open Banking and the 
Wealth Gap
ES: The Return of China's 
Tourists

MAY
SS: The Future of Payments 
Fraud
ES: Creating Value With Rich 
Consumer Data

AUGUST
ES: Reducing Friction in Digital 
Commerce
ES: Evolution of Digital Wallets 
in 2023

MARCH
ES: AI & Digital Commerce
London Roundtable: The Future 
of Digital Loyalty in Europe

JUNE
ES: What Every Retailer Needs to 
Know about Mobile Commerce

SEPTEMBER
Chicago Summit:
Data Portability, Privacy and 
Global Regulation

OCTOBER
ES: Taking Stock of Blockchain: 
Payments, NFTs, Loyalty 
Programs
SS: Open Banking – CFPB 
Action, Panels, Where we Stand

NOVEMBER
ES: The Future of Financial Data 
– Open Platform or Closed 
Loop?
Toronto Roundtable: Financial 
Innovation and Digital ID

DECEMBER
ES: Expert Predictions for Digital 
Commerce in 2024
ES: Key Issues in Cash-Back 
Rewards

Live DCA Events                Strategy Sprints Expert Sessions

2023 Events Schedule

mailto:https://www.digcomall.org/?subject=

